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The foreign fighter trend currently developing in Syria is unprecedented both due to the quantity of fighters as well as the number of foreign nationals involved. For Saudi foreign fighters, this trend is not new. Saudis have been involved in foreign fighting since the anti-Soviet jihad in Afghanistan in the 1980s. They played one of the most prominent roles in that war, as well as in subsequent conflicts in Chechnya, Bosnia, Afghanistan in the 1990s, Afghanistan post-9/11, and Iraq. Similarly, Saudis are one of the leading foreign national groups in Syria in terms of the total number of individuals fighting, and also among those who have died.

This article offers a brief history of Saudi involvement in past jihadist conflicts, the current statistics on how many Saudis have traveled to Syria, and highlights cases of important Saudis who have joined the war. The article finds that similar to past foreign fighter mobilizations, the Saudis have been one of the largest contingents, with some individuals taking important positions on the ground as clerics or leaders. This development could have far reaching implications. Saudi foreign fighters who join jihadist groups such as the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) or al-Qa‘ida’s Jabhat al-Nusra (JN) will gain tactical experience and further ideological indoctrination in Syria. Once their “tour” in Syria ends, there is a risk that these fighters could adopt al-Qa‘ida’s targeting patterns and conduct attacks against the Saudi government or Western interests.

From Khurasan to al-Sham

Scholars consider the anti-Soviet jihad in Afghanistan in the 1980s as the first contemporary case of the modern foreign fighter phenomenon in the context of Sunni militancy. Due to the fact that this influx was, at the time, a new development, researchers did not track the flow of foreigners as they have for Iraq or Syria in the past decade. It should be noted, however, that the foreign fighter trend in the 1980s was far different than now; many who went in the 1980s were more “tourists” than actual fighters. Therefore, a direct comparison to more recent conflicts may be informative in terms of observing how many left for each warzone, but it does not account for the fact that the situations are from a different time period and context.

Nevertheless, through archival, primary source, and field research, Norwegian academic Thomas Hegghammer believes that “a majority of Arab Afghans were from Saudi Arabia” from 1979-1992. This trend would continue in Chechnya in the 1990s, when the top leaders among the foreign fighters embedded in the insurgency against Russia were from Saudi Arabia—with the most notable being Samir bin Salih bin Abdullah al-Suwaylim, better known as Umar ibn al-Khattab. Moreover, according to 51 biographies of Arab volunteers to Chechnya that analyst Murad Batal al-Shishani collated, Saudis accounted for 59% of that dataset. In Bosnia, this tendency remained, although not nearly as prevalent. According to Bosnian government intelligence records on the conflict, the Saudis were once again the largest contingent, reportedly making up 25% of the foreign fighters.

Even in the post-9/11 conflicts, Saudis have been the top foreign national group involved in the more significant jihadist wars. In Iraq, for example, Evan
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1 Thomas Hegghammer, *Jihad in Saudi Arabia: Violence and Pan-Islamism since 1979* (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2010), p. 47. Tourists can have a number of different meanings in this context. It could either represent those going for thrill and adventure, or could highlight individuals who only go to the front lines to say they have gone, but never actually fight.

2 “Arab Afghan” is a moniker that has been used to describe the contingent of individuals who traveled to Pakistan to fight in Afghanistan against the Soviet Union. See Thomas Hegghammer, “The Rise of Muslim Foreign Fighters: Islam and the Globalization of Jihad,” *International Security* 35.3 (2010/11): p. 71.


5 These documents were obtained from Bosnian government records by J.M. Berger for research on the documentary *Sarajevo Ricochet* (Febris Film, 2010). Berger e-mailed this author a picture of a pie chart breakdown on June 3, 2013.
Kohlmann documented the foreigners killed fighting in the insurgency from June 2003 to June 2005. Kohlmann concluded that 55% of those killed were Saudis, with the next highest being Syrians at 12.7%. In October 2007, this would later be affirmed when the U.S. military found a cache of documents in Sinjar from al-Qa’ida in Iraq identifying those who entered Iraq from August 2006 to August 2007. Saudis were the highest percentage, comprising 41% of the individuals where records noted their nationality. This trend has continued in the current conflict in Syria.

**Current Estimates**

In late March 2014, a Saudi official stated that 1,200 Saudis have traveled to fight the Bashar al-Assad regime, placing Saudis at the top of the list of foreign nationals in Syria. More recently, the Saudi Interior Ministry said that 25% of those who had gone have since returned. Based on a database maintained by this author since the fall of 2011 on foreign jihadist “martyrdom” notices, exactly 300 Saudis have died in Syria as of late February 2014, which also is the highest number of fatalities among foreign nationals. This tentatively suggests that there could be close to 600 Saudis in Syria, Iraq (the ISIL uses individuals on both sides of the border) or elsewhere abroad.

While Saudis might currently be the highest foreign national group that has traveled to Syria, this only came to pass around the summer of 2013. In the early days of the conflict, foreign fighters from Syria’s neighboring countries (Lebanese, Iraqis, Palestinians, and Jordanians), many of whom previously fought U.S. forces in Iraq, were the first to arrive. A year later, Saudis began increasing in number, although the largest contingents based on percentage were from Libya and Tunisia, two of the countries that successfully deposed their leaders during the original wave of uprisings in 2011. Many went as “tourists” to continue riding the wave of the “Arab Spring,” while others went to assist the Syrian rebels militarily. A number of fighters joined more radical forces such as JN and other smaller jihadist factions. What led to the influx of Saudi foreign fighters? While ease of travel certainly accounts for a portion of the rise in the unprecedented numbers of foreign fighters, it is not the main factor in the Saudi case. First, travel limitations have never been an issue for Saudis, as they have been heavily involved in all prior large-scale jihadist foreign fighter mobilizations. Second, if travel was the main factor, then one would have expected to see a large-scale Saudi mobilization earlier in the conflict.

During the public entrance of Lebanese Hizb Allah into the conflict on the side of the al-Assad regime during the battle of Qusayr in late May 2013 precipitated the sudden increase in Saudi foreign fighters in Syria. Less than a week later, in response, mainstream clerics such as Yusuf al-Qaradawi called upon Sunni Muslims to go fight in Syria: “anyone who has the ability, who is trained to fight...has to go; I call on Muslims to go and support their brothers in Syria.” This statement was later praised by Saudi Arabia’s Grand Mufti Abdul Aziz al-Shaykh. Two weeks after al-Qaradawi’s announcement, Saud al-Shuraym, a Saudi cleric at the Grand Mosque in Mecca, proclaimed that Sunni Muslims had a duty to support the Syrian rebels “by all means.” Before Qusayr, Saudi religious scholars supported helping the Syrian rebels through financial means, but were not overt in terms of foreign fighting. Hizb Allah’s admission of joining the conflict, the sectarianism that is intertwined in Saudi Arabia’s state religion and education, the clerical framing of the conflict as wajib (duty), campaigns of support for the rebels, as well as the summer months coinciding with the Muslim holy month of Ramadan all helped catalyze efforts to send Saudi fighters to Syria.

“Exactly 300 Saudis have died in Syria as of late February 2014, which also is the highest number of fatalities among foreign nationals.”
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7 Brian Fishman and Joseph Felter, Al-Qa’ida’s Foreign Fighters in Iraq: A First Look at the Sinjar Records (West Point, NY: Combating Terrorism Center, 2008).
8 It is difficult to acquire accurate data from the Tunisian, Jordanian, or Lebanese governments on how many of its citizens have gone to Syria, but based on credible estimates they are just below the numbers from Saudi Arabia. See Peter Bergen, “Why the Saudis Unfriend the U.S.,” CNN, March 26, 2014.
11 Although jihadists have announced 300 martyrdom notices, this number does not include Saudis who died fighting with non-jihadist units in Syria nor does it provide information on unannounced deaths.
12 Based on open source data, the second highest foreign nationals are Jordanians, with an estimated 1,000 Jordanians according to Abu Sayyaf, the top Jordanian Salafist leader in the country. It is possible that higher numbers of Lebanese and Iraqis have gone, but there is not much credible data on either cases due to a lack of government estimates. See “Alf Ansir min al-Tayyar al-Salafi al-Jihadi Bi-l-Urdun yuqatilun fi Suriyya,” al-Quds al-Arabi, October 19, 2013.
15 Ibid.
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From Where Do the Saudis Hail?

While it is difficult to determine specifics on the origins of all Saudi foreign fighters, the 300 jihadist death notices provide some insights considering that 203 of them detail the individual’s origination city in Saudi Arabia. The 203 deceased came from 12 of Saudi Arabia’s 13 minitiq (regions). Only Jizan, which is the smallest region in Saudi Arabia, is not represented. While one cannot draw too many conclusions from incomplete data, the strongest recruitment networks appear to be based in the center of the country or on the coasts. This could be because the center of the country is more conservative overall, while all the areas have some of the highest population densities in Saudi Arabia.

Since quantitative analysis regarding the foreign fighter phenomenon only provides one aspect of detail, reviewing some cases of important individuals from Saudi Arabia who have joined the Syrian rebels is informative.

Cases

Dr. `Abd Allah bin Muhammad al-Muhaysini

One of the most influential and well-known figures among Saudi foreign fighters in Syria is Dr. `Abd Allah bin Muhammad bin Sulayman al-Muhaysini. According to al-Muhaysini's autobiography, he was born in Buraydah (Qassim region) in north-central Saudi Arabia. He became a hafiz (one who has memorized the entire Qur'an) by the age of 15. For his bachelors studies, he majored in Shari'a at the University of Umm al-Qura in Mecca. He later completed his master's and doctorate in comparative fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) at al-Imam Muhammad ibn Saud Islamic University in Riyadh, writing his dissertation on legal provisions affecting war refugees in Islamic fiqh. He studied under a number of shaykhs, including the controversial Shaykh Sulayman al-Ulwan who was arrested by Saudi authorities in 2004 for supporting al-Qa’ida. After his studies, al-Muhaysini was an imam and da’iyya (missionary) at the Qatar mosque in Mecca, Jami’ al-Thani.

Since the Syrian uprising became a civil war, al-Muhaysini has been involved with fundraising to help the rebels procure weapons as well as assisting refugees. Unlike many other high-profile clerics from the Gulf, al-Muhaysini—instead of just traveling to the frontlines for photo opportunities—moved to Syria around 2013. Al-Muhaysini claims no affiliation with any particular group, but he has been seen with Umar al-Shishani, who is now a leader in the ISIL, and Abu Walid al-Muhajir of JN. Since the infighting between the ISIL and JN began in January 2014, al-Muhaysini has distanced himself from the ISIL.

While al-Muhaysini has been a presence on social media and has become an important personality, he also is an actual player on the ground in Syria. For one, he has fought and been injured in battle. More importantly, he set up the Da’wa al-Jihad Center in December 2013, which has been involved with Islamic lessons, educating children, and aid. He also set up the Faraq training camp in March 2014, potentially as a reference to the infamous one in Afghanistan pre-9/11. Additionally, al-Muhaysini

22 “Jihadi Martyr Notices.”
23 This could be due to the small sample size of individuals whose origins are known.
24 Since a number of death notices mention only the region an individual is from and not a city, this article identifies only the region. The following is a list of regions in Saudi Arabia along with the corresponding number of dead jihadists in Syria from those regions: Riyadh: 62; Qassim: 40; Makka: 27; Eastern Region: 22; Tabuk: 11; Jawf: 10; Najran: 9; Medina: 7; Northern Borders: 6; Asir: 4; Ha’il: 4; Bahah: 1.
27 See the following Twitter posts at www.twitter.com/mhesne/status/3958331097773473792, www.youtube.com/watch?v=Swcl3SH5spk, and www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUUyEyKjEgM.
30 For details, see the YouTube video located at www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUUyEyKjEgM.
31 See, for example, the following posts: www.twitter.com/mhesne/status/4275493602260648960.
32 See, for example, www.twitter.com/mhesne/status/4436262707199644160; Dr. `Abd Allah Muhammad al-Muhaysini, “Mu’askar al-Faruq,” March 17, 2014, available at www.justpaste.it/exr. Dr. al-Muhaysini announced the establishment of the al-Faruq camp on March 17, 2014, and called for people to join for training.
34 Al-Muhaysini, “Ila hal ballaghat: ‘an mubadarah al-ummah.”
35 For details, see www.twitter.com/alMutasim007/status/447105396892009656.
36 See his statement posted at www.twitter.com/Snafii/status/45726675794292225.
38 Ibid.
39 For details, see www.twitter.com/I_K_Z/status/447105984771991872.
41 “Qa’ima al-Mathulih 85,” Wizarah al-Dakhiliyya,
His listing states that he was born in 1985 and is from Shaqraa in central Saudi Arabia. In September 2011, he wrote for al-Qa’ida’s Vanguard of Khurasan magazine about Saudi female prisoners. He has kept a low profile during the infighting between the ISIL and the rebels, although he is firmly on JN’s and Ahrar al-Sham’s side. Prior to the death of a key al-Qa’ida leader in Syria, Abu Khalid al-Suri, who was Aymen al-Zawahiri’s emissary for resolving the conflict between the ISIL and JN as well as a founding member and senior leader in Ahrar al-Sham, al-Sharikh stated that Abu Khalid confided in him that he believed the ISIL would send five inghimasi (fully committed) fighters to kill him. Following the initial announcement of al-Sharikh’s “death,” there was a huge outpouring of support through the hashtag in Arabic #Istishahid_Sanafi_alNasr (Martyrdom of Sanafi al-Nasr), highlighting his career involvement in jihad on a number of fronts.

Other Saudi Fighters

On October 20, 2012, Abu ‘Awn al-Shamali died in Aleppo fighting for JN. He conducted a suicide bombing in an explosives-laden vehicle at the French hospital. JN claimed that the attack killed 300 people, while the Syrian government said it only caused damage to the building. The operation was detailed in JN’s official video release, The Beginning of the End #5.

‘Abd al-‘Aziz Jughayman (also known as ‘Abd al-Malik al-Ahsa’i), who was from al-Ahsa, was killed fighting in Idlib on November 24, 2012.

Jughayman was a former professor at King Faisal University in al-Ahsa. A veteran of previous jihadist conflicts in Afghanistan, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Kashmir, he served in at least two jihadist combat tours in Afghanistan, including one immediately after the 9/11 attacks. After fleeing Afghanistan in early 2002, Jughayman was captured by Syrian authorities and imprisoned for almost three years.

Khalid al-Suwayd (also known as Abu Himam) died fighting against the al-Assad regime in Damascus on March 5, 2013. Previously, he fought U.S. troops in Iraq, presumably with al-Qa’ida in Iraq as part of a mortar team and later an artillery team. He was arrested for two years after going to fight in Iraq, and Saudi Arabia suspended his passport. Unknown parties were able to transport him to Syria. He fought in eastern al-Ghuta before joining the fight in Damascus. During a raid on the Ghasula security barrier, he conducted a suicide-style attack with four other foreign nationals from Saudi Arabia, Italy, Germany and Jordan that allegedly killed 50-60 soldiers. Al-Suwayd and the other assailants were all killed in the attack.

Nayif al-Mutayri (also known as Abu al-Bara’ al-Madani), who was from Mecca, died fighting with the ISIL on January 5, 2014. He was also a munshid (one who does anashid) for the ISIL’s official nasheed media outlet, the Ajnad Foundation for Media Production. Abu Basir al-Murqi died fighting in Azaz for the ISIL also on January 5, 2014. Prior to his death, he was the head of the ISIL’s Shari’a institute in Azaz.

On January 18, 2014, ‘Abd Allah Sulayman al-Dhabah (also known as Abu ‘Ali al-Qasimi), from Qassim, was killed in al-Bab fighting with the ISIL. He was killed by “sawahat,” a reference to the tribal uprising against al-Qa’ida in Iraq last decade, which has been used by the ISIL as a rhetorical tool against any of their enemies within the Syrian rebellion. Prior to joining the ISIL, he was a member of JN. Previously, al-Dhabah fought in Afghanistan and Pakistan with Abu Layth al-Libi and the Pakistani Talibani Baitullah Mehsud. The main locations where he fought were Waziristan, Orakzai, and Ghazni. He was also on Twitter: @mlng4455.

Conclusion

In the case of Saudi foreign fighters, past large-scale mobilizations have led to a number of consequences: the rise of Bin Ladin and al-Qa’ida after the original anti-Soviet jihad in Afghanistan in the 1980s, post-9/11 Saudis from the Afghan front returning home and pursuing an insurgency against the Saudi government, and Saudis returning from the Iraqi battlefield to join al-Qa’ida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) in Yemen, which led to attacks from Yemen into Saudi Arabia. There are already signs that some fighters have gone to Yemen again to join AQAP after fighting in Syria.

February 3, 2009.
43 Joscelyn.
44 For details, see www.twitter.com/Snafialnasr/status/421255925413187584/photo/1.
45 For the entire archive, search on Twitter for #Istishahid_Sanafi_alNasr.
47 Ibid.
While the Saudi government did not expend great effort to deter travel to Syria, they have tried to be proactive in preventing violence once these fighters return home. In early February 2014, the Saudi government issued a royal order declaring that any citizen who fights in conflicts abroad will face three to twenty years of jail. A month later, the Saudis released a royal decree designating JN and al-Qa’ida in Iraq (now known as the ISIL) as terrorist organizations.

Furthermore, to deter more recruitment, the Saudis used the television program *Humumana* (Our Concerns) to promote the disillusioned Saudi foreign fighter Sulayman Sa’ud Sbi’i after he returned home from Syria. The fighter described the weaponization of *takfir* (declaring a Muslim an infidel, which in this context then implies that one can kill that person) among the different rebel groups. He also noted how the Syrian jihad is not as glamorous as it is portrayed in the media and online.

At this juncture, due to the sheer number of Saudis who have gone abroad to fight in Syria, there will likely be future ramifications. How and when these ramifications occur remains to be seen.
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Early in the conflict, the Saudi government did not appear to actively try to stop individuals from traveling abroad to fight in Syria. 

It is important to note that not all foreign fighters who have gone to Syria are jihadists. Many in the beginning fought with the Free Syrian Army.

“182-184 | Royal Order: A Penalty of Imprisonment To All Those Who Participated In Hostilities Outside the Kingdom or Belonging to the Streams or Religious Groups and Radical Ideas,” *Wa-Kala al-Anba’a al-Sa’udiyya*, February 3, 2014.
